
2) Germany's currency-neutral exports to the Eurozone –
international trade in a common currency area

The recent months have seen a rapid depreciation of the U$-
dollar against the €uro:

Question: How much will German exports be affected by the 

depreciation of the US-$?



Econ 101: 

Krugman, International Economics, 7th (Int'l) edition

TABLE 16-1 Factors Determining the Current Account
Change Effect on current account, CA
Real exchange rate, EP*/P up CA up
Real exchange rate, EP*/P down CA down
Disposable income, Yd up CA down
Disposable income, Yd down CA up

... leaving aside 'false arguments' which only create a time lag,  like price 
inelastic demand, facturation in euro, hedged exports and lower oil prices 
(Dullien at Eurozone Watch, 24/03/2008).



Question: How much will German exports 

be affected by the depreciation of the 

US-$ against the deutsch mark?

- US is an important market, US firms 

   compete with German firms globally.

- Export price elasticities of markets

   worldwide? Fall in real income?

World Economic Outlook 2007, 
p.114
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Question: How much will German exports

be affected by the depreciation of the US-$?

Economist 1: “75 Prozent des deutschen Außenhandels werden in Euro abgewickelt. Die 

Euro-Dollar-Schere spielt dabei nur eine untergeordnete Rolle.”

Economist 2: “Allerdings wird Deutschland durch den wachsenden Handel im Euro-Raum 

vom US-Wechselkurs immer unabhängiger. Auch der Handel mit arabischen Staaten 

erfolgt zusehends in Euro: Statt Petro-Dollar gibt es immer öfter Petro-Euro.”

Weekly news magazine: “Mehr als 70 Prozent der Güter werden dagegen – 

währungsneutral – in die Eurozone exportiert.”
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Question: Has the introduction of the euro changed the way we have to 
think about a US-$ depreciation?

Sub-questions: Has the introduction of the euro changed ...

1) the “real world” in the Eurozone: GDP, trade? (Baldwin, 2006)

2) the role of exchange rates in determining exports? 



1) Has the introduction of

the euro changed the “real

world” in the Eurozone

(GDP, trade)?

Flam and Nordström (2003)
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1) Has the introduction of the euro changed the 

“real world” in the Eurozone(GDP, trade)?

source: Eurostat (2008), own graph



2) Has the introduction of the euro changed the role of exchange rates in 

determining exports?

Looking at the evolution of export price elasticities alone, one is mislead 

to believe that the drop from 1.0 in 1995 to 0.2 today (DIW) isolates 

German exports from exchange rate changes.

- calculating export price elasticities:

Technically, goods sold by German firms to eurozone members are not 

exports anymore.



Are there any other trends influencing the effects of exchange rates on trade?

 Vertical specialization: given that multinational enterprises have been slicing 

up the value-chain across different currency zones, there might be 

complementary slack.

 Lower transport/transaction costs: markets might be more contestable due 

to e-business and advances in technology, and lower trade costs.

 decrease in exchange rate pass-through?

 J-curve effect unclear (Bahmani-Oskooee and Ratha, 2004)

 recent terms-of-trade effects temporary, permanent?

 monetary issues (bubbles, inflation) connected to trade?



Summary/Conclusion

The way we have to think about a euro appreciation has not changed  – 

though it may seem more complex.

The introduction of the euro has maybe lead to a surge in intra-EU exports, 

but the marginally important question is:

Will the European markets be more/as/less contestable than (as) other 

markets worldwide? Until proven otherwise: same as rest of the world

Hat tip to James D. Hamilton and Menzie Chinn for their insightful blogging on the question of how much the 
dollar must devaluate to balance the US current account at econbrowser.com



Outlook

The wider picture shows a potential change concerning the global Leitwährung:

 

source: 

Tamborini (2008)

Effective value of stocks of official reserves, 2000 = 100


